totality in love
SOLAR BLACKK

The

sun and the moon have a precious love affair.
For the most part, the two never get the chance to
meet; but once every couple of decades or so, the sun
and the moon have a public reunion for most of the
world to see. This past August, Lincoln students got a
once in a lifetime opportunity to witness the meeting
deemed the Solar Eclipse. At around 1:08PM, the entire
school gathered around outside to get a peek at forbidden
love. Being in the path of totality, the moon completely covered
the sun, allowing Lincoln to see the event in full effect.
“I thought it was one of the most amazing things I have ever
witnessed,” Audrey Ahlenius, 12, said. With specialized solar
eclipse glasses to protect her eyes, her vision set upon the
scene above her. The moments leading up to the complete
blackout were filled with anticipation. Everyone watched
as the sky turned from baby blue to a sherbet-like orange.
The crowd stood in awe; some even screamed in shock. The
sky was changing in a matter of seconds and it was almost
unbelievable to see.
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1. Brenda Zuniga-Vasquez, 10, and Yanice Beltaran,
10, gazing in awe at the soon to be eclipse.
2. Isaac Anderson, 10, staring intently into the sun
with his protective glasses.

Although the sun and moon attempted to steal the show, many
students cite other events as their favorite aspect of the eclipse.
“I like that the animals went crazy,” Sophie French, 10, said. With
day turning to night, many nocturnal animals and insects could be
heard coming out of their sleep. Once the sky turned pitch black, the
chirping of crickets and hissing of raccoons caught the attention of
many. Yet, it seemed even the animals stopped to view the fascinating
image in the sky.

“I like how the sun and moon came together… it was like they were one
and had completely mixed,” Dominic Estrada, 11, said. It was a beautiful
sight to see. The crescent shaped moon was only magnified by the
burning red aura from the sun. Unfortunately, all good things must come
to an end. Eventually, the moon had to kiss the sun goodbye, and let it
return to its duty of illuminating the sky.
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In the end, although the occasion only lasted for a couple of minutes,
it was surely an event that made a permanent impression for
everyone who experienced it.
CHEYENNE CLOPTON, 12
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